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“Rob Miech has outdone himself with this poignant, behind-the-curtains revelation of a world of
parlays and money-line wagers, of mob-ruled games, and characters named Lem and Lefty. The
brilliant storyteller weaves insight from some of the world’s most prominent names in sports
betting into a historic, entertaining, and informative journey.”—Ed Graney, six-time Nevada
sportswriter of the year for the Las Vegas Review-Journal The legalization of sports wagering
has increased the pot exponentially. But navigating the new systems can be tricky. If you’re a
newcomer ready to bet on sports as an occasional pastime, veteran sports writer and Las Vegas
insider Rob Miech delivers a vital primer on terminology, options, and procedures. If you’re
already taking advantage of the sports betting world as a money-spinning career, he shares the
latest approaches and all-new game-changing techniques by tapping the skills, secrets of
success, and cautionary counsel of players on both sides of the counter. With behind-the-
scenes stories and no-holds-barred interviews with the legendary masters of betting, Sports
Betting for Winners shows how, with the right information and a sprinkling of luck, you can
capitalize on the numbers behind the numbers and take the bettor’s game to the next
level. “Miech gives us the skinny on a billion-dollar business.I'll lay you 9-to-5 you'll feel richer for
reading Sports Betting for Winners.”—Mike Downey, award-winning sports columnist, Chicago
Tribune and Los Angeles Times “A book on sports betting for everyone—entertaining,
informative, anecdote-filled.”—Steve Rushin, author of Sting-Ray Afternoons and Nights in
White Castle 



TAKE A TIP from theEXPERTS who praiseSPORTS BETTING FOR WINNERS“Miech gives us
the skinny on a billion-dollar business, particularly pertinent now that Vegas is no longer a
forbidden city for pro sports but rather welcomed by teams and leagues with open arms (and
wallets). I’ll lay you 9-to-5 you’ll feel richer for reading Sports Betting for Winners.”—Mike
Downey, award-winning sports columnist,Chicago Tribune and Los Angeles Times“Las Vegas
sports bettors, like Las Vegas magicians, aren’t supposed to reveal their secrets. But Miech has
managed a heist worthy of his adopted hometown. He’s broken into the vault, sneaked off with
the goods, and is eager to share the spoils. The result is this entertaining, informative, anecdote-
filled book.”—Steve Rushin, author of Sting-Ray Afternoonsand Nights in White Castle“Miech
has outdone himself with this poignant behind-the-curtains revelation of a world of parlays and
money-line wagers, of mob-ruled games, and characters named Lem and Lefty. The brilliant
storyteller walks us through the fascinating world of numbers and tips, of Pros and Joes, of how
those on both sides of a betting counter try and massacre each other. Miech weaves insight
from some of the world’s most prominent names in sports betting into a historic, entertaining,
and informative journey.”—Ed Graney, sportswriter,Las Vegas Review-JournalAlso by Rob
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winners, against an expert line, of athletic contests. What worked for one bettor yesterday will
not exactly be duplicated today, or tomorrow, and should not be construed with certainty. Sure
things do not exist, no matter the aggressive or persistent bark of that blow-hard tout. Mind the
advice of Jimmy Vaccaro, the veteran of the Las Vegas gambling scene, who says, “You never,
ever know when it comes to athletes and sports.” Truer words have never been spoken regarding
the industry.Should anyone even slightly question what they’re doing, or why they’re doing it, and
seek help, the National Council on Problem Gambling provides a Helpline—at 1 (800) 522-4700.
Other resources, like Gamblers Anonymous, have many branches and can be found
online.IntroductionLEGALIZED SPORTS GAMBLING is expanding into fresh nooks of the U.S.,
becoming more mainstream by the day, since a federal bill that had prevented each state from
deciding its own sports-betting fate was eliminated in May 2018. The art continues to be
“dragged from the shadows, into the harsh light of respectability.” That’s how Graham Sharpe
depicted the actions of William Hill, the blossoming bookmaker who zipped around Birmingham,
England, on a battered motorbike to collect tuppence and tanner bets nearly one hundred years
ago. That line, however, is more pertinent than ever today about the industry on this side of the
pond.Today, fans can make wagers—for far more than two or six pence—from inside a National
Football League stadium, an act whose likelihood would have drawn guffaws not so long ago
due to that league’s rancor toward anything half hinting at gambling or Las Vegas. Now, that
league is re-planting one of its franchises in Las Vegas, a city as synonymous with betting as
Monte Carlo. In 2020, fans of the Las Vegas Raiders will be able to sit in a shiny new domed
stadium and make in-game bets on the action taking place before their very eyes. As recently as
the first few months of 2016, such a statement would have been ridiculed and dismissed by
anyone of sound and rational mind.Not now. Toward the end of 2018, NFL commissioner–mouth-
piece Roger Goodell, who had never hidden his venom toward Las Vegas, was downright giddy
as he hailed the city’s many attractions and offerings in announcing that the 2020 NFL draft
would be staged here. The Goodell Pirouette.Another English bookshop was even trying to
finagle title sponsorship of that new Las Vegas sporting palace, although a major southwest
cable company appeared best poised to utilize the building as a billboard for ten or twenty years.
With sports-betting taboos disintegrating daily, anything now seems possible, nothing off the
table. In moves that many would have considered to be outlandish ideas as recently as when the
calendar flipped to 2018, professional teams and leagues have cozied up to casinos and
bookmakers as sponsorship partners. And in October 2018, a watershed Las Vegas television
broadcast of a soccer match focused entirely on shifting odds supplied by William Hill, on whose
current empire the sun never sets. The play on the pitch seemed secondary to the mobile action.
The betting, and all of its angles, was the point of the revolutionary “BetCast.”“It shows you how
much the USA has changed,” says Nigel Seeley, a veteran England-based journalist connected
to his country’s gambling industry who was flown to Las Vegas to partake in that BetCast. “This
is the kind of thing that will happen in the future in American sports, and not only with Las Vegas
football teams. It could happen in New York. It could happen with the NFL. A whole channel



could be devoted to BetCasts. Because, at the end of the day, sports betting is going to be
massive over here.”At this writing, Rhode Island—and its exorbitant fifty-one percent tax that
gets siphoned directly to the state—had become the eighth state to engage in the business of
legalized sports wagering. Arkansas, New York, and Washington, D.C., were on deck, and
Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, South Dakota, and Virginia, among others, were in the
hole, trying to figure it all out. Forbes estimates that more than thirty states will have sanctioned
single-event sports betting by the early 2020s.Punters, and their appetite for information and
action, will feed each other, perhaps voraciously, with sports gambling’s newfound liberation.
Sports Business Journal took note, naming “the American Sports Gambler” as its Person of the
Year in its issue dated December 17, 2018. For one hundred years, it wrote, the U.S. sports
industry had worked “relentlessly” to keep gambling at an “arm’s length.” Not anymore.“For a lot
of us working in this space, we’ve been laying the groundwork for this opportunity,” says industry
veteran Quinton Singleton, a couple of months into a post as chief operating officer of
Bet.Works, which provides all facets of sports-book operations—technology, regulation,
compliance, and risk-management—to entities, like tribal casinos, seeking to expand their
business into this arena. “And now it’s a whirlwind of activity moving faster than I would have
expected.”This book will make some sense of that whirlwind, serving as a main course of that
meal, an indispensable guide to deliver context and perspective, to clarify, educate, and
entertain. And, hopefully, to win a tuppence or tanner. Tips and lessons will accompany opinions
and anecdotes—laced with caveats and cautionary tales—from the country’s gaming capital,
where legalized sports wagering started, blossomed, and continues to flourish.It will surprise
some, for example, and shock others that a new sports book in an East Coast casino doesn’t
just pilfer odds from an offshore site in the Caribbean and transpose them onto its big board, as
its own—it swipes those numbers from a resource in Eastern Europe. What’s more, an official for
that New Jersey company admitted that, when its action on games becomes too lopsided, it will
“lay off ” that liability at said shop in Sofia, Bulgaria.“Which is insane!” says professional
handicapper Tom Barton. “Admitting that they’re using an offshore is beyond . . .” Barton does
admit that the ubiquity of William Hill is impressive and a double-edged sword. “The name that
everybody knows right now. What’s funny is, in the handicapping community they’re sort of
hated; if you start winning, they pull the plug on you. They’re so big, it doesn’t matter to
them.”Other insights from some of the industry’s formidable figures—from casino owners
Michael Gaughan and Derek Stevens, to veteran sports-book director Jay Kornegay, iconic
gambler Lem Banker, and the right honorable and worldly Michael (Roxy) Roxborough, including
a raft of handicappers, oddsmakers, and bettors, and the acclaimed broadcaster Brent
Musburger—will shed light on sports gambling’s many allures, intrigues, and pitfalls.
Roxborough uncovered a fine angle that goes against the conventional wisdom of many
professional bettors but has proven to be fertile, rare action that gives the player an
edge.Methods and tactics are as varied as the personalities seeking to profit from the venture.
Some might clash. Redundancies and contradictions are inevitable. Remember, too, that past



success does not guarantee future results. It’s all offered up as a buffet menu, to be picked and
plucked to accommodate circumstance, preference, and situation.Lem Banker binged at the
buffet, but even he required an occasional helping hand. He once needed the services of the
notorious Frank (Lefty) Rosenthal to influence a Minneapolis bookie into paying Banker the thirty
grand owed to him. Banker also reveals Rosenthal’s escapades in the kitchen of a popular
Chicago nightclub, possibly solving a notorious decades-old mystery involving the poisoning of
the University of Oklahoma football team in 1959.A Las Vegas resident since 1957 who has
been barred from, among other joints, Jackie Gaughan’s Union Plaza, the ninety-one-year-old
Banker has some steadfast rules, like not chasing a bad bet with an immediate wager while
frothing to get even, and passing on games rather than betting just to have action. Recent years
have not been kind to him, troubling family issues bubbling quite publicly, but he retains
pachyderm-like epidermis and a sharp sense of humor. And in my first meeting with him, he had
just won all three NFL games on which he had wagered. Banker says, “God’s in my corner.”After
a long meeting at the other end of the city, way too long by the ever-shortening length of South
Point owner Michael Gaughan’s answers and the rows of lighted buttons on the base of his
telephone (he was very eager to learn the up-to-the-minute house ledger), the son of Jackie
Gaughan pauses, leans forward, our eyes lock, and he says. “The American public roots for the
underdog but bets favorites. You can put that in your [book].”The greatest intellectual challenge,
Matt Youmans says of sports betting, is “in terms of trying to win, to come out ahead.” An
authoritative figure who speaks and writes about the games, teams, and odds for the Vegas
Stats & Information Network (VSiN) satellite radio channel, his entire life had been on course for
such a gig at that pioneering network.“I mean, when you lose, it fucks with your head, right? You
have to be able to win the mental game, not only with yourself but with the games you’re betting.
It’s a great challenge, a constant challenge. I love the challenge of it. Obviously, sometimes you
get so agitated you feel like, ‘Why the fuck do I do this?’ But it’s in your blood. You’re never going
to quit.”Roxy Roxborough, who has accomplished the rare industry grand slam by having bet,
made book, set odds, and participated in casino ownership, puts it succinctly. “If you spend your
whole life in sports gambling, you are always having fun or never having fun. It is a fine line.”Now
hailed as possibly the most successful sports bettor in the world, Tony (The Lizard) Bloom did
not start out that way. He owns his boyhood-favorite Brighton & Hove Albion Football Club and is
a world-class poker player, and his Starlizard company annually earns many millions of pounds,
in information fees and wagers, on English football action in Asia. He began, however, when he
was fifteen, betting in British shops with a fake ID that showed he was eighteen.“Early on, I was
a hopeless gambler, really,” Bloom said in former England cricket captain Mike Atherton’s book
Gambling (2006). “I liked to think that I understood the form and had a strategy, but I was just
guessing, really.” More on the secretive Bloom later.Sports betting is a burgeoning field whose
noise, disinformation, and disingenuousness can be deafening, at best, daunting, at worst.
Arrogance and ignorance abound in the business. A long-time national sports-broadcasting
figure, who should have known better, since he purports to have once been so knee-deep in



sports gambling, wonders aloud—on more than three hundred radio stations, coast-to-coast—
about being able to bet on Nevada and Nevada–Las Vegas basketball and football games at
Silver State sports books. In January of 2001 it became legal to wager on the Wolf Pack and
Rebels. I run that snippet by professional handicapper Ted Sevransky, who writes, “It’s only been
seventeen and a half years!”Only twenty-six years ago, three-term New Jersey senator Bill
Bradley, the former Princeton University and New York Knicks basketball player, authored that
federal decree restricting states from deciding the sports-gambling issue for themselves. He was
agitated about the U.S. Supreme Court circular-filing his beloved bill. Unfortunate, he said in May
2018. “A ruling that had no basis in what sport really is.” He talked about people having been
able to bet on high-school games and summer-circuit, or travel-ball, hoops tournaments
involving fourteen-year-olds.That sounded fishy. I contacted Westgate Las Vegas SuperBook
vice president Jay Kornegay, then, to confirm that neither he nor anyone under him—or anyone,
by his reckoning, at a rival book in Las Vegas—had ever posted odds or point spreads on a high
school game. Of course not, he said. So what gives when such fodder comes from someone like
Bill Bradley, a supposed expert on the topic who, nonetheless, spews forth such fiction, with zero
basis in reality?Moreover, a few weeks after the demise of that bill, former major-league pitcher
Al Leiter went before a state legislature subcommittee hearing in New Jersey and spoke about
the possibility of a rookie pitcher, making minimum salary, being tempted to indulge a friend into
betting half a million dollars on the first pitch of a game being called a ball or a strike. A
nonsensical posit, since such a proposition wager would have a very low limit even if it were
offered, which, in Las Vegas, it would never appear on any book’s menu.I followed up with
Kornegay in his office.“People write things that just aren’t accurate,” he says. “People that don’t
even know the business are speaking on behalf of the business, and they don’t know anything
about our business. They just heard from somebody that they could take five hundred thousand
on the first pitch of a baseball game.” He laughs. “It’s like, ‘What?’ When they spend time with us,
whether it’s me or any of the respected operators in town, it’s relieving for them because it isn’t
just the big Wild West desert out here.“And I can tell you right now, none of that was high school
sports. Okay? All right.”The proliferation of sports gambling has been inevitable because
economic lures are irresistible. In the thirty-six states, including Nevada, that allow some form of
commercial gambling or tribal-casino gaming, gross revenues topped seventy billion dollars, for
the first time, in 2016.Those new to sports betting seek a chunk of an illicit market tabbed to be
worth approximately one hundred and fifty billion dollars; some say it’s much higher, closer to
half a trillion, while an Ohio State economist pegs it at about seventy billion dollars. Whatever the
true figure, it is prodigious. That is the carrot enticing officials of states that do not have sports
gambling as they struggle with budget deficits. One observer believes New Jersey, due to
immense interest and ample disposable income in the heavily populated region, might soon
surpass Nevada in handle.In Nevada, a record $4.87 billion was wagered on sporting events in
2017, more than doubling the handle—or gross—from just seven years earlier. People always
want more, iconic oddsmaker Jimmy Vaccaro famously said. The hold, or net revenue, was two



hundred and forty-nine million dollars, representing an average of not even a million and a half
for each of the state’s hundred and ninety-two race and sports books. In 2018, the state’s handle
and hold, respectively, blossomed to $5.01 billion and $301 million.Virgin sports-betting
jurisdictions ogling those figures had best adjust their sights, at that per-shop net, out of which
salaries and operating expenses are extracted. The South Point, for example, pays two hundred
and fifty thousand dollars every two years for the right to show NFL games in its sports book.
High taxes, surcharges, and fees will dissuade investment, bolstering illegal bookies with deep
clientele lists and/or offshore entities.On the consumer side, attempting to solve sports
gambling’s many riddles, the biases and irrationalities of the game behind the game is not—with
respect to what Jimmy Vaccaro will say—such an easy endeavor. The South Point’s humongous
electronic board displaying all of its betting offerings, the sides and totals, first-half and five-
inning lines, can be enough of a challenge to decipher. Misdiagnosing fluctuations in the
numbers and undisciplined wagering can transform a Pro into a Joe in the whiff of a bat or drop
of a ball, decimating a bankroll. This will serve as an anti-chump tutorial, from the nation’s
gambling capital.Las Vegas.Where the former three-term mayor and lawyer (and director
emeritus of The Mob Museum) Oscar Goodman, who earned major stripes representing mafia
figures like Lefty Rosenthal and Anthony (the Ant) Spilotro, admits to being a lifetime degenerate
gambler, eager to wager on anything, anytime. He wrote that in his Being Oscar autobiography,
and he knew that over the long haul he would not win. “I know that going in, but I still love to bet.
Maybe I’ll figure out a winning system; it’s every gambler’s hope.”Where former pro basketball
player Jalen Rose throws the bones at the Palms while donning a white New Orleans Jazz
uniform, MARAVICH on the back. Pete Rose, after an afternoon and evening on the periphery of
the Palms race book, briefcase at his side, unwittingly inks, in the former N9NE restaurant, his
autograph on the back of a Mandalay Bay sports-book drink coupon. It currently resides beside
its face-up brother at the bottom of an eleven-by-fourteen glass frame, Charlie Hustle, frozen in
black-and-white eternity, Superman-diving toward home plate.Where a penultimate NFL
gambling day evolves, from start to finish, sitting next to the actor James Carter Walker Jr. at the
Stardust, capped in the final minute by everything that needed to unfold a certain way actually
unfolding a certain way. Field goal made, field goal missed. A touchdown, a fumble. The wallet is
ten times thicker. Better known as the actor-comedian Jimmie J.J. Walker, he never hears the
signature Dy-no-mite! line that brought him sit-com fame in the seventies. At least, he never
hears it from his left side.Where a dining experience at the famous Piero’s—onetime neighbor of
Michael Gaughan’s Royal Inn, which has royal significance in the city’s sports-betting lore—
includes overhearing a morose group of older gentlemen, a Last Supper tribute for the one
reporting to prison the next morning, at a neighboring table. Steve Lawrence, having risen from
his usual corner booth, appears grateful upon hearing that a fellow patron’s favorite tune from
Lawrence’s vast songbook is “I Take It On Home,” and that, hopefully, it’s of some solace
knowing Eydie, at that very moment, is singing with the angels.Where, at an off-strip
establishment, two proprietor-toughs rest on elbows at the end of a bar. When it seems as if



they’ll discuss the boys back east, or bark at a lackey to fetch his shine box, they instead match
stomach issues and order milk.Where the late famed boxing scribe Bert Sugar, crowned by
customary fedora, corner-mouth stogie emitting smoke whispers, buys drinks at the Foundation
Room, atop the Mandalay Bay, for two new friends. He regales with tales of Ali, Frazier, Norton,
and Foreman, and having played poker in upstate New York with a certain statesman. “That
JFK,” Sugar says, “what a shitty bluffer.”Where every trip to the grocery store includes, upon
checkout, gamboling by banks of video-poker machines. Customers who sign up for a Players
Reward card and earn a hundred points—at a buck a point, or one hundred dollars of machine
activity—receive twenty bucks in free play and three months of gratis Terrible Herbst car
washes, the seventeen-dollar Outlaw variety; at a wash a week, over ninety days, that’s more
than twice the value of money played, not including winnings. “This is so strong that even
avowed you-can’t-beat-those-damned-machines non-gamblers almost have to do it,” writes
Anthony Curtis, who for years has highlighted city bargains in his monthly Las Vegas Advisor
newsletter.(Jerry Herbst, whose Southern Nevada empire consisted of more than one hundred
and sixty convenience stores and car washes, many of which were marked by giant American
flags on tall poles, died in November 2018. He had said that every time his father, Ed, opened
another filling station in Chicago—pony rides for kids, free orchids for women, roller-skating
pump girls in short-shorts for, uh, the guys, complimentary bubble gum for all—in the late thirties
and forties, the competition would say, “Here comes that terrible Herbst.”)All have been
witnessed during a residency of more than seventeen years, including Vegas vows, serving as
sole witness, inside the Little Chapel of the West. A redwood A-frame complemented by a small
spire, it belongs nestled among tall pines in Tahoe. It was built here, at the south end of the Strip,
in 1942, a short walk from where the WELCOME TO FABULOUS LAS VEGAS sign would be
erected in 1959. Designer Betty Willis declined to copyright the vibrant and well-known
horizontal-diamond landmark, altruism that cost her millions over the decades.The nuptials. I
stroll in early on a Sunday morning, greet the beaming couple—the son of my mom’s friend, his
bride—and stand in place, wondering who will inform me of my duties, when . . . Do you take? It’s
over. During breakfast at the Peppermill, a Strip mainstay, I suppress the trivia nugget that
widespread gambling and the quickie six-week divorce were both signed into state law on the
same day in 1931.Las Vegas, where I would not suppress surprise upon learning that every NFL
bet I’ve made, since December 2011, has constituted an illegal act, illicit behavior I have
repeated with impunity and will continue to do so, in 2020, inside that slick new domed stadium
up the street.ONEThe Predictable UnpredictabilityUP HERE, TWENTY-THREE STORIES above
the center cut of one of the world’s famous thoroughfares, Van Smith embodies every sports
gambler’s fantasy. He has been supporting a comfortable retirement lifestyle solely by betting
money on the outcome of sporting events—the “predictable unpredictability of athletic contests,”
wrote Michael Vernetti.Doing so in the soul, the heart—“the hub,” says Las Vegas hotel-casino
mogul Derek Stevens—of the sports-betting world adds panache to Van’s pursuit. He had grown
weary of dealing with “Uncle Nate,” making book around the corner in back of the warehouse,



and the murky offshore outlets. For twenty-five years, the golden goal had been beating the
master-bookmakers in their own backyard, where he has marked his territory.The cherished
Ashton VSGs are well stocked in the richly lacquered humidor, two clutches of Cohibas, de la
Habana, reserved for confidants. Two waist-high metallic wine racks cradle dozens of bottles, a
rotation of four modest Cabernet Sauvignons—nothing Château de Whomever—share top-row
status. The wardrobe might be the weakness. In a compact bedroom, rows of shoes are stacked
against a wall, tailored dress shirts and suits draped on a moveable rack. Duru’s, on North La
Salle, is his sartorial specialist. He dangles the exquisite dark model with chalk
pinstripes.Wearing crisp-pleated denim pants and an orange short-sleeve silk shirt fresh from
the dry cleaner, the fifty-nine-year-old Chicago native eases back in his cozy tan recliner. Mug
clean-shaven, dark mane—Brylcreemed, maybe—combed straight back; the blocky visage and
deep-dish twang are dead ringers for the actor Jim Belushi. He says “Duke ’im” when referring to
tipping someone, “Depends what’s in your kick” in reference to the size of a wager. Van’s blue
suede shoes, no socks, nestle on the footrest.His dream defined. As legalized sports wagering
spreads into new domains, in the wake of the U.S. Supreme Court’s May 2018 quashing of the
Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act of 1992 (also known as PASPA, or the Bradley
Act), those able to actually profit from the endeavor—and profit well, like Van—will serve as
exemplars from whom there is much to glean.I had met Van—his chosen alias, for reasons that
will become obvious—at a pool party, thrown by mutual friends in southwestern Las Vegas, in
the summer of 2017. He had prospered in the food and beverage industry, and other
businesses, in the Midwest and South. With no fanfare, he added that he bets on sports. A line,
in Vegas, as common as, This heat! Van, however, appeared composed and cool. Coaxed to
continue, he imparted how he aimed to make at least thirty thousand dollars, in each of five
specialty arenas, over the ensuing twelve months; to earn a hundred and fifty grand and
maintain his life of leisure if not luxury.Those absolutes lingered. I had reason to check in with
him in the summer of 2018.He had made two hundred thousand dollars.“I don’t think I’ll ever
own a house again,” says Van, who rents this simple one-bedroom domicile in the sky for about
two grand a month. “I’ll tell you why: I would rather put my money into me, on the betting. Every
year, my goal is to be able to increase my bet size by, oh, twenty or twenty-five percent. Plus, I
like the flexibility; if I want to get outta Dodge, I get outta Dodge. What I’m getting at is, I’d rather
have my money working for me.”Strict principles keep the lifelong bachelor in blue suede, with
twenty-four-hour concierge access, a valet that whisks his new black Cadillac XTS to him at a
finger snap. He manages an expanding bankroll by adhering to exceptional discipline, following
prescribed patterns and tactics, a chartered course. He tinkers daily with his college-lined
notebooks, filled with hand-written game results and abbreviations, weekly and seasonal
records. Maybe a hundred notebooks, chronicling fifteen years or so of action—one for each
season of the six sports he charts—are stored in two states. “That kind of discipline? Rare,” says
professional bettor–handicapper Tom Barton. Roxy Roxborough says, “I’m glad for him, but this
is a moving target.”The most-recent notebooks lay in a TV-stand drawer. Van fetches them. That



a successful professional gambler will reveal some of his tricks of the trade is as uncommon an
act as it is gracious, akin to grandma unveiling the secret generations-old lasagna recipe from
the old country.From up here, Van can see for miles along the Las Vegas Strip, south to the
South Point, north to a downtown area that was an eyesore not so long ago. It has undergone a
magnificent makeover, thanks in large part to Derek Stevens, whose indicators have compelled
him to continue upgrading Fremont Street. Best of all, because Van seldom bets high-rent figures
—of at least five digits—he believes he is operating “below the radar,” out of the microscopic
attention of sports-book directors and casino executives, and revenuers. Roxy Roxborough
agrees with that assessment. “If you’re not betting enough to move the lines, people can live
under the radar for a long, long time.”Down here, however, where the core of the Westgate Las
Vegas trident, were it to be wedged free, just might spear through the opening of the U-shaped
desk in his office, Jay Kornegay sees more, much more. The executive vice president of
operations for the property’s SuperBook, the finest sports book in the land, has stellar vantage
points from this windowless bunker. On the far wall, twelve television screens each feature a
different college football game. They’re all business, he says, except for this one. He points to
Colorado State, his alma mater. “That one’s personal.” He grins.Computer screens on his desk
display figures in various colors, where every dollar is flowing, that constantly change. The nerve
center. Through Kornegay’s office doors are other desks. Out that jamb, to the right, is a dark
room, bodiless faces illuminated only by the green-glow of computer screens displaying the
same minutiae as Kornegay’s desktop. Corresponding point-spread countermoves, to dollar
trickles that can turn into torrents within the beat of a heart, have been registered and are
imminent, the money will change course, another counter-move: Kornegay’s task is to keep that
target moving within dictated parameters—tipped off by thresholds, colleagues, or his own well-
honed senses—that will most benefit his superiors.“Cat and mouse,” he says. “We play with
those educated bettors, too. There are false moves involved. People will bet [a game] early, and
it isn’t really the side they want. They come back [days later, to bet the other way]. You really
have to look through all the clouds to see what they’re doing. A lot of times, we do that correctly.
Sometimes, we’re wrong; [the initial wager] was actually a true move. We thought it was a false
move, but it was a true move. So it goes, on and on and on.”Kornegay might master Go, the
complicated and nuanced Japanese board game said to be a hundred times more difficult than
chess.Van and Jay represent the two sides of the industry’s battlefield, although Van does tend
to bet more than the hundred and thirty dollars that several book directors confirm as the size of
the average customer’s bet, but he rarely strays into five-digit territory that would draw undesired
attention; in 1985, the Bank Secrecy Act forced patrons who make a wager of at least ten
thousand dollars to file paperwork, Rule 6A to the Gaming Control Board of Nevada, notifying
the Internal Revenue Service of such a transaction.The two men appear Teflon-coated,
especially immune, when it comes to odds and point spreads and money, to celebrating a recent
windfall or wallowing over a setback. They have one eye on right now—not yesterday, not even
that game that just ended—the other on tomorrow, the long game. Each is engaging, personally.



That Van does much of his shopping at Jay’s place—and most of that via the Westgate mobile
app—makes this a tidy tête-à-tête.They are enemies, albeit gentleman adversaries. Their duel,
the exchanged jabs and uppercuts, is metaphorical; they are a tad more than two miles from
each other, and the challenger is a bit more than three hundred feet above the ground. Above
the avarice, excitement, and maw, where wallets and heads, hearts and passions
collide.Veterans, experts, insiders, sharps, squares, beards, runners, poseurs, frauds, leeches,
blowhards, rubes, stoops, and Brussels sprouts—that is, “touts,” in ebullient Cockney rhyming
slang—run the ground-floor gamut. Scum bags, ace bettor–handicapper Kelly Stewart calls
many in that last species. Kornegay and his team monitor and classify each of their customers in
eight distinctions, from the sharpest of the sharp “to your average Joe.” These players are trying
to get rich, finish in the black over the long haul, win more than they lose this week, end today’s
session with a few extra bucks to feel as if the next rib-eye will be on the house, not lose as
much as yesterday or last weekend, or just add some entertainment value to something that
might be otherwise unwatchable.Some scoff at the battlefield corollary. Not veteran Las Vegas
bookman Art Manteris. “I consider it combat,” he wrote in his 1991 book SuperBookie, “and
that’s what makes it such a fascinating business.”Such skirmishes have been replicated in
Atlantic City, New Jersey; Dover, Delaware; and Biloxi, Mississippi, and will be emulated in many
other locales. It is no longer the sole domain of Las Vegas, but plenty can be learned about the
art of sports gambling from where the business is rooted. That’s why DraftKings, near the end of
2018, poached sports-book bosses Johnny Avello (Wynn Las Vegas), Frank Kunovic (Caesars
Entertainment), and Ed Malinowski (Golden Entertainment) from Las Vegas properties.The fifty-
five-year-old Kornegay says he’s sixty-five in bookie years, and when he welcomes a visitor into
his bunker he makes for the tiny fridge in the corner. Water, diet soda, “or Jack Daniel’s?” he
says. A toast or two, on occasion, must be merited within these walls. Or, that’s the perfect elixir
to rinse the sourness of, say, a stunning Stanford football comeback against Oregon. Sharps and
squares alike had piled onto the Cardinal, all week, so that one would sting the bottom line. In
days of yore, that would have made for an unpleasant Saturday evening. Not today. “No, I don’t
sweat,” Kornegay says. “The sweating days, I’m long past that.”He is rather affable—when lines
lengthen at his windows, Kornegay often notices and mingles with customers, exchanging small
talk about games, dinner arrangements, show times. He greets out-of-towners, especially those
who reserve special seating in restricted SuperBook areas, like old friends. His responsibilities
are growing, the latest being the expansion of the SuperBook brand—as SuperBook USA—
across the country.Las Vegas bookmakers have shown everyone that the odds are firmly in the
house’s favor. In September 2018, Battle Born State books registered an all-time monthly high in
the amount of wagers they took in, or “handle,” of $571 million. Their “hold,” or amount they kept,
was $56.3 million, a record monthly haul since those figures started being tracked in 1984. It
gave the house the victory over the players for a sixty-second consecutive month. In twenty-six
of the past twenty-eight Super Bowls, for another example, the books have finished in the black.
Therein lies the charming challenge of trying to beat them.Technology is fueling the business. In



the action generated for Super Bowl LII, between New England and Philadelphia, the total
amount of money wagered established a record of nearly $159 million in Nevada. An abundance
of that action was generated via in-game, or live, betting courtesy of mobile apps. And in August
2018, for the first time, legal in-game wagering via the DraftKings Sportsbook app was available
during an NFL game, to fans sitting in their MetLife Stadium seats to watch Cleveland play the
Giants in East Rutherford, New Jersey. Wrote ESPN’s Ben Fawkes, “What a time to be
alive.”That such in-game NFL wagering will soon occur within another NFL stadium in Las Vegas
qualifies this, most certainly, as an absurd time to be alive. Locals have fresh recall of that
league, and commish Roger Goodell, barring Las Vegas from even buying ad time during its
precious Super Bowl telecasts. Now, Goodell salivates over the trove of riches that awaits the
NFL in Vegas. Camus, a maestro of the Theatre of the Absurd, would have reveled in the
hypocritical about-face. “Purify gambling by conquering yourself—knowing such conquest to be
absurd,” he once wrote in a diary, the bulk of which have become a percipient three-volume set
of notebooks. The Frenchman further enters our orbit with his idea that a critique of absurdity
should weigh value judgment against factual judgment. That encapsulates sports betting.At the
start of 2016, the idea of a RaiderDome—my pseudonym for the nearly two-billion-dollar domed
palace being built five miles from where this is being written—for the franchise relocating from
Oakland would have been met, in Las Vegas, with extra tar and feathers. Two tight bill passages
in the Nevada legislature, however, secured seven hundred and fifty million dollars via a tourist
tax on hotel rooms, and the deal got done.Look for sporting events to become even more bettor-
friendly. Until that Las Vegas BetCast, games on American television had only received
gambling attention in cutesy asides—Al Michaels coyly announcing after a late score in a
blowout, “Now the game is over!” The BetCast match featured William Hill odds and Las Vegas
Lights FC, in its inaugural-season finale at Sacramento. The broadcast booth, however, was the
glass-walled studio, known as the Fish Bowl, of the Vegas Stats & Information Network—VSiN,
or Vee Sin, at Channel 204 on the Sirius/XM satellite radio dial—in the center of the South Point
casino.VSiN included #BetCast in its live Tweets of the event. It hired Nigel Seeley, a forty-five-
year-old journalist and regular VSiN contributor from Bromley, England, birthplace of H. G. Wells,
to provide clever (“not even Burnley likes playing at Burnley”) and colorful commentary. He did
not disappoint. Had J. L. Baird (architect of the first accredited television transmission, in London
in 1926), Lee Pete (a legend of Las Vegas sports-betting radio), and William Hill (one of eleven
children who would use gambling as a post–Great War vehicle to escape rugged Birmingham,
England) all occupied a Wells time machine, they might have conceived the BetCast.William
Hill, in particular, might be interested in witnessing how his own shop has emerged from the
shadows. A sickly child, he would grow to six feet, with broad shoulders. At sixteen, he’d become
adept at calculating probabilities and risk, and he’d shift from running betting slips and money,
for co-workers at the Birmingham Small Arms factory, to making his own book. A rival said of Hill,
“He played with numbers like a great pianist.”In 1933, he set up his own shingle at 97 Jermyn
St., SW1, an avenue occupied three centuries earlier by Sir Isaac Newton. Gambling would be



legalized in England in 1961—it would require another twenty-five years for such shops to be
allowed to furnish television sets and coffee machines, and install toilets, for patrons.At sixty-
eight, Hill suffered a fatal heart attack in October 1971. His company has endured many
iterations, through mergers and acquisitions, but his name and its famous marque—the midnight
blue background, elegant yellow-cursive WILLIAM, and bold white-block HILL—have endured in
august fashion.The company has made a few forays into the FTSE 100 Index, England’s blue-
chip stock market. Worldwide, it has more than twenty-five hundred shops—including a hundred
and seven clients in Nevada, where its midnight-blue hot-spot kiosks in many bars accept cash
deposits to fuel mobile accounts—in which it employs nearly twenty thousand people, in nine
countries. Those shingles are in nineteen time zones. The company whose roots are in the grime
and grit of suburban Birmingham registered nearly two billion dollars in revenue in 2017.What
would Hill, the man himself, think today if he could observe how his midnight blue, yellow, and
white tentacles have wrapped around the sports-betting world?“I think he’d be absolutely
staggered,” says Nigel Seeley. “He wouldn’t believe what a beast he’s become and how the
betting market has changed. He would be absolutely amazed.”Van did not catch the BetCast.
Might be significant, he says, but he’s too busy plotting with those notebooks to get involved with
such fluctuating and uncertain variables, and rapid decision making, that define in-game, or live,
betting. He is confounded why a state like Mississippi would not allow mobile apps—in the
Magnolia State, sports wagers can only be executed in a casino, in person—out of the gate. He
thinks sports gaming would “explode” if it were allowed across state lines. In fact, as Van stated
that, in October 2018, Nevada’s three-person Gaming Control Board was listening to industry
representatives propose allowing Nevada casinos to accept sports wagers from states where
such bets are legal.Jimmy Vaccaro, an iconic figure in the Las Vegas sports-betting scene,
furthered that idea audaciously when he fantasized, in the book The Odds (2001), about patrons
being able to call in an out-of-state wager, from anywhere, to a Vegas casino, or execute a bet
on its website, both of which are currently illegal. The masses would do it, he said, but
lawmakers would always have their own agendas. “I mean, if Britain can do it why the fuck can’t
we?” Vaccaro noted in his characteristic blunt and direct manner. “I mean, sports betting … are
you fucking crazy? We could close up the off-shores in half an hour.”Van is cognizant of the
masses inside Las Vegas casinos, heads tilted up at those gorgeous and inviting mammoth
screens, or tapping at their mobile phones or punching at their computer keyboards in
apartments or suburban homes, who flail miserably trying to make a buck betting on sports.
Experts at the UNLV International Gaming Institute estimate that, at best, three people out of a
hundred can win consistently at a rate of fifty-seven to fifty-eight percent; it’s incumbent to clear
52.38 percent, factoring in the basic eleven-to-ten “vigorish” surcharge, just to break even on
straight bets.“Hit fifty-four to fifty-five percent in this business, over a period of time, and you’re
big time,” says professional handicapper Paul Stone. Fifty percent is enough of an impediment
for many bettors. “Because they don’t have a plan,” Van says. “I say that all the time.”In a perfect
world, the mantra goes, the sports book seeks equal amounts bet on both sides. The vig on the



losing side is the profit casinos reap. Complete folly, Kornegay will explain, especially that first
part. The scale on any given game always tilts, sometimes dramatically, to a side. The house
balances that as much as possible, making the other side more enticing via points or price
adjustments, or both. That’s gospel, the backbone of the industry—exposure, risk management,
those thresholds—for the house. Vigorish, by the way, stems from vyigrysh, Russian for
“winnings,” linked to the juice, or take, of a shark’s loan.Van is prodded. Gently. Over the course
of his first twenty-five adult years, he estimates he has lost more than a quarter of a million
dollars betting on sports, mostly with bookies. “I used to be scattershot, an idiot,” he says.
“Betting stupidly, getting over my head.” He would borrow money from his brother or mother to
square his account with the man; his gainful employment made squaring with his relatives, and
soon, a non-issue. The notebooks chronicle the turnaround. They detail every latter-day cycle,
the tried and true angles, the plays that did not work out so well that required massaging—that
still necessitate manipulating—that he began documenting since an epiphany of a phone
conversation with a good friend around 2003.He had been going about it all wrong, betting on
whims, like a rookie. A schoolboy. He re-wired his synapses. He concentrated. He began playing
chess, so to speak, having dumped the checkerboard. Now—for an hour or two every morning—
he reviews those notebooks, inputs scores and other details, tracks records and units gained or
lost, by hand, letters all caps, with a black ballpoint pen.The notebooks are invaluable. Do you
realize that this is not common? He squints. He pauses. He is pressed. He searches for, and
settles on, the proper terms. No decibel-rise, no straightening of his recliner.“I’m a
machine.”Jimmy Vaccaro strolls into his shop early one afternoon. He stands in the aisle in the
front row of columns of red-leather chairs and glares up at the green, yellow, red, and white
numbers and letters on the giant board. It’s a Monday in the middle of the summer, so baseball
is about the only game in Las Vegas. Typically, that sport does not attract much action. Still, it is
Vaccaro’s business to note line movements. Blips will raise a seventy-three-year-old bushy gray
eyebrow, and those of significance will warrant his further attention and involvement.Short with a
thick-gray mop and a grandfatherly countenance, his uniform is white short-sleeve SOUTH
POINT T-shirt over a white long-sleeve SOUTH POINT T-shirt, jeans, black slip-ons that almost
look like bathroom slippers. Sometimes he’ll don a white SOUTH POINT sweatshirt. It will smash
triple digits outside, again, today. The typical Las Vegas sports book, however, is frigid, requiring
layers if not long sleeves—both, for veterans. The greenhorn, betrayed by shorts and tank top,
can be seen occasionally blowing into his or her cupped hands, maybe even sipping coffee,
when it hovers in the one-teens outside.The South Point is Vaccaro’s latest gig, as senior lines-
maker. It’s a gilded 2,163-room property about three miles south of the Strip—“the tip of the
Strip,” says a radio ad. Require a tonsorial touch-up? See John (the Barber) Taddio for a trim or a
straight-razor shave, and—during the fall and winter—a keen play or two in the National Hockey
League. He’s so good at puck prognostications, he contributes to those picks on VSiN on
occasion.This place and this arrangement are noteworthy, because Vaccaro works for Michael
Gaughan, son of a Las Vegas pillar. The late Jackie Gaughan helped build the first legal sports



book in a casino, downtown at the Union Plaza. He and his son would establish an imposing
precedent, a record nine hotel-casinos owned by a father-son team, that some industry insiders
believe will never be broken.Michael built the Royal Inn, opening it in 1970. Five years later, he
hired a newcomer to the city named Jimmy Vaccaro to deal blackjack. Shortly afterward,
Gaughan would ask Vaccaro if he knew anything about running a sports book. Vaccaro didn’t.
No matter, Gaughan said, we’ll learn together. Vaccaro supervised a nook of the Royal to begin
a new phase of his career. At the Barbary Coast, a few years later, they would rule some of the
prime sports-betting real estate in the world.Being the city’s lone bookmaker—then at the
Mirage’s new sports book, whose layout he designed—to post odds on Mike Tyson’s fight
against Buster Douglas in Tokyo in 1990 contributes to Vaccaro’s deserved recognition as a
paragon of the business. Tyson opened as the heavy favorite, with thirty-one-to-one odds on a
Douglas upset. Money poured in on Iron Mike; someone laid sixty-two grand to win two
thousand, another patron plopped seventy thousand down to win two grand. Another ninety-
eight grand came in on Tyson. Wall Street in the Desert, Vaccaro calls those seemingly sure-
thing scenarios in which punters seek to win a quick nominal amount at the risk of a
bundle.Douglas’s knockout victory was an upset for the ages. The professional bettor Lem
Banker had wagered on Buster Douglas. The Mirage did very well, not so much in its coffers—
where Vaccaro estimated the take to be about a hundred and fifty thousand—as in publicity,
where he gauged that the world-wide attention to his new operation might have been worth nine
figures.Vaccaro has long espoused, regarding a bet involving humans, You can never, ever
know. That Tyson fight is proof, and other evidence is as regular as sunrise. In Art Manteris’s
book, Vaccaro said he “got lucky” the way he made book on Tyson in Tokyo. “I was trying to get
some publicity and a little money on Douglas. I’ve had people say, ‘If you’ve got sixty thousand
dollars, why would you want two thousand dollars more?’ And my answer is, ‘People always
want more.’ ”He also posted the first NFL season victory total, on Dallas, in 1989. When a
woman could not locate that figure on the Mirage board, she asked Vaccaro where it was; at that
time, he says, such an offering did not exist. She asked him what number he’d post. She
dumped thirty thousand five hundred dollars out of her purse, catching the attention of Vaccaro
and associate Russ Culver. They said five and a half, and she put the cash on Over. That was
Troy Aikman’s first season, and the Cowboys won only one game. Randy Galloway, the fine
sportswriter for the Dallas Morning News, wrote a few paragraphs about it, which the Associated
Press picked up. Jimmy Vaccaro once again garnered national headlines and made money for
his bosses.Michael Gaughan reunited with Jimmy Vaccaro, at the South Point, in 2015.
Gaughan, seventy-five, also employs Chris Andrews (as director) and Vinnie Magliulo (as
oddsmaker) in his sports book. Combined with Vaccaro, that gives the property more than a
hundred and twenty combined years of odds-setting and bookmaking experience, a triumvirate
of talent unmatched by any other casino in the state.It’s a savvy arrangement for Gaughan
Gaming, making the South Point a destination for locals and visitors alike. Among all the betting
options in town, for instance, that trio is renowned for posting money-line odds on big underdogs



in both college and pro football. Other book directors—or, more likely, their bosses, or their
bosses at corporate headquarters—are too timid to do likewise. Michael Gaughan, more than
many, is attuned to offering value and variety. He has made a nice living from making shrewd
business moves.At McCarran International Airport, it would be difficult to miss his video-poker
machines near every gate. There are almost fifteen hundred of them. He has owned the
McCarran concession—Michael Gaughan Airport Slots—for years. In a sweet deal for the
airport, about eighty-seven percent of that revenue ($25.7 million in a recent fiscal year) remains
on the property that is named for the former U.S. senator, Pat McCarran, who unabashedly
protected the gaming industry.Michael Gaughan always enjoyed being behind his own counter,
working beside people he hired, especially on a busy fall Sunday morning.“You ever been here
at quarter to ten on a Sunday?” he says. “We’re taking bets after games start, which we’re not
supposed to do . . . [but] I’m in there and I’m old school.” For a customer who has just forked over
a few hundred dollars, and the ticket writer is about to tap at his screen, and at that very moment
Jacksonville kicks off in Houston . . . well, perhaps Gaughan has erred on the side of his
customer, once or twice, in that vacuum of a millisecond.So it’s 2014, a quarter to ten on a fall
Sunday. Gaughan has a female visitor before him. She has him in time on this planet. She has
made her request. Gaughan mishits keys. People behind her grumble. Tick. Tock. He fumbles
with the computer screen.“You’re not very fast,” she said.“Ma’am,” he said, “I’m one of the
trainees.” He has a propensity to stutter, which does not go unnoticed to this devil-dowager
standing across from him.“How come,” she says, “they put a dumb shit like you in the window on
a Sunday morning?”“Yes, ma’am, you’re right. Ray! Take this station! I’m done!”He becomes
flustered all over again as he relives the scene from behind a large desk in his large office on the
ground floor in the back of the South Point. “I yelled for backup. I haven’t written a ticket
since.”For his guile and experience, Jimmy Vaccaro is hailed by Michael Gaughan. Gaughan
himself isn’t so hip to the next technological advancements, but it isn’t an industry secret that
Vaccaro especially rues the gadgets and quants and algorithms, the British computers that spit
out the key numbers of a game or match. With a grin and a sigh, Gaughan leans forward and
almost whispers, “We’re bringing Jimmy into the twenty-first century.”Vaccaro carries a
Styrofoam container, leftovers from another lunch with the boys at the Greek joint, in his left arm
like a football as he scans the big board. “Chop suey,” he says of how that splash of colors,
numbers, and letters—a Christmas tree splattered against a big black canvas—must appear to a
first-timer, a rookie. “But when you explain it to them one time, they seem to get it. During football
season, I tell them, ‘Don’t be nervous. Come up and ask questions. It’s easy.’ ”THE SKINNY451
Lions 51 +200452 Vikings–5½–250This is an example of the “chop suey” to which Jimmy
Vaccaro refers. It is a typical football “line,” the odds, or spread, on the game showing that the
Minnesota Vikings are the favored team, by five and a half points. A wager on the Vikings, giving
those points, or on the Detroit Lions taking the points, is called a “side” bet. It comes with the
aforementioned “vigorish,” or “vig,” also termed “juice,” of ten percent. That means to win $20 on,
say, the Vikings covering that spread will require a wager of $22; a winning ticket, meaning the



Viking defeat the Lions by six or more points, will yield $42. It is obtained at the window by
asking the writer, “Four fifty-two side bet for twenty-two bucks.” To win $100, a $110 bet would
have to be made; a winning ticket would return $210. Like the Lions plus the points? It will be a
winner if the Lions flat-out win or lose by no more than five points. It’s another “side” bet, so it
involves those same eleven-to-ten oddsThe “51” designates the projected “total,” or “over-under,”
the combined final scores of both teams, which also comes with the eleven-to-ten price tag. Like
the Under? It can be had by using either team number, 451 or 452, “to the Under, for twenty-two
bucks.”The numbers to the far right of each team’s line are the money lines. No points are
involved here, and neither is the vig. This is a bet on the outright winner, so since the Lions are
the underdogs, by 5½ points, their money-line number will be greater because that 5½-point
padding is being disregarded. That ticket can be had by saying, “Four fifty-one money line, for
twenty bucks.” That wager will pay plus-200, or two-to-one odds, so a $20 winning wager will
return $60; the winning $40 plus the outlay of $20. Since the Vikings are the favored team,
expected to win by at least six points, the cost of them to simply win the game is steep; a wager
of $25, at minus-250 odds, will return $10. To win $100, a $250 bet must be made.Another
common wager from this line is a parlay, whose return odds are sweeter since it requires winning
two bets, at least, to pay off. Like the Vikings to beat the spread and both teams’ points to total
higher than fifty-one? “Four fifty-two to the Over parlay, for twenty bucks.” If Minnesota wins by at
least six points and both teams combine to score at least fifty-two points, the payoff will be about
$52, so the ticket will return $72, the winning amount plus the original bet. That’s a two-way, or
two-leg, parlay. The return odds increase with the more legs that are played.Parlays, and parlay
cards, are very popular in the books during football season. They are big money makers for the
house because they are difficult to hit and, even if a patron does win one, the return odds always
fall short of the true odds, so the book saves money even when it loses. It’s good to be the
house.To make sense of all that chop suey, it will behoove many to learn from Las Vegas
luminaries. Consumers, corporate entities, and state officials can cull important lessons and
learn about every facet of the industry where it all originated. Based on issues—sloppy
algorithms, poor thresholds, messy lines—that have plagued some newcomers, they would be
very wise to take heed.During several visits to the nation’s capitol, to inform politicos about his
lifetime’s work in the gaming industry, its various moving parts and how it operates, Vaccaro has
doled out countless invitations for them to visit Las Vegas. To his vocal dismay, his offers have
been unrequited. Yet other Las Vegas sports-betting figures have had success, and lasting
relationships have paid dividends for both parties, dealing with international legal authorities,
executives from various sports leagues, and officials from governing bodies of collegiate
sports.Gambling has made the Gaughan family wealthy. Michael Gaughan is at once the
personification of another era and a symbol, a voice, of its future. He knows how to market his
brand. His son, racecar driver (and former Georgetown University hoops bench-warmer)
Brendan, has worn a SOUTH POINT fire suit since his first NASCAR truck race, in 1997. In the
NASCAR series, in 2018, his pop partnered the South Point marque with Richard Childress



Racing for a seventh consecutive season—Daniel Hem-ric behind the wheel of the number
twenty-one Chevrolet, bearing the hotel logo on the hood, trunk, and rear quarter panels.When
the racing association awarded a second race, to be staged in September 2018, to the Las
Vegas Motor Speedway, site of a spring race since 1998, Michael secured sponsorship. Brad
Keselowski won the inaugural South Point 400 on September 16, 2018.Michael Gaughan hires
people who match his boldness and ingenuity, and that describes Steve Stallworth, the former
UNLV quarterback who backed up Randall Cunningham and once led the Rebels to an upset
victory over Wisconsin. He runs the South Point’s equestrian center and arena, where he once
booked a famous Mexican matador in the city’s first bullfights, albeit PETA-FRIENDLY “duels”
with Velcro-crowned animals and Velcro-tipped “swords.”When Gaughan owned the Orleans,
Stallworth managed its arena. He earned a notch in the chronology of events that helped further
nudge sports betting out of the shadows and into the mainstream when he booked the
University of Florida and Kansas University basketball teams in that barn in 2006. Until then,
such a collegiate sporting event had never been staged on the same premises as a casino. Five
years earlier, Cincinnati promoter Chris Spencer had arranged three tournaments on casino
grounds, but subsequent political fury forced him to shift the games to area high
schools.Stallworth needed about ten passes by Michael Gaughan before getting the green light,
and the private plane, to pursue Gators and Jayhawks officials. If he convinced one, he knew
he’d get the other. There was no explicit NCAA rule forbidding such games, so he went to work.
“As soon as [Kansas athletic director] Lew Perkins blessed it, the rest was history,” Stallworth
tells me. That ignited a wave in which, these days, four springtime conference basketball
tournaments are sometimes held in Las Vegas, as are several holiday events. The advent of
RaiderDome, in conjunction with such widespread acceptance of sports betting, is expected to
eventually land a Final Four.A short stroll from Stallworth’s second-floor office is VSiN, the slick,
modern-day version of the Stardust Line, which first sent sports-betting chatter into the airwaves
in 1982. The avuncular Lee Pete and squeaky-voiced sidekick Donnie Bader ran the festivities,
which included Jim Brown on several occasions and, once, a tipsy Joe Namath. On clear
evenings, its signal blanketed the west, even leaked across both national borders, with reports of
reception in some Pacific islands.Exotic disseminations about “the spread,” how much the
sharps might move it and how the squares might react, instead of who will be batting cleanup for
the Yankees tomorrow, seemed taboo to ears not within the legal confines of Nevada.
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Danielle, “good read overall. Great read and I enjoyed the stories behind sports betting. I would
love to see a few other individuals interviewed that have proven track records. Some of the
individuals in the book, I would question whether they turn a profit. Overall the book flows very
well.  I would recommend this book!”

Kelly Smith, “My husband loved this book. My husband couldn’t put this book down. Took him
two days to get through it. Loved the stories. A very easy read.”

John G., “A Book for Anyone Who Bets on Sports. I happened to obtain an ARC of this book,
and I’m glad I did. I visit Vegas several times a year, and while gambling is a mere hobby, I’ve
often wondered how the professionals go about their business. This book answers many of
those questions, providing details of how three experts have operated, in some cases for
decades. The stories and histories are entertaining, while the information provided about the
various ways to wager on the various sports is helpful. It was a really great mix of the past and
present, with an eye to the future of an industry that’s spreading across the US like wildfire.”

Howard D. Fitz, “Well written and fun to read. I am honored to be included as one of the featured
handicappers in Rob's book (Fitz; last chapter....against the wind). Apart from that, it is very well
written and informative. There are many great stories and tips. Rob's writing style is both
articulate and a bit whimiscal. Very fun to read.”

Brian Vakulskas, “Sports Gambling “Thriller”. This is not simply a how-to book. It is a well-
researched and well-reported history of sports betting in the U.S. It reads like a thriller,
inasmuch as you can’t wait to turn the page to see what happens next. Written by a seasoned
journalist, the stories (both historical and contemporary) completely captivated my attention. Any
sports fan will love it. And sports gambling enthusiasts will be enthralled.”

APK, “Have a plan or accept your losses with a smile!. Good read to understand what it takes to
consistently grind out a living at sports betting.  Thoroughly researched.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Enjoyable Read. As a former sports bettor, would have loved access to
these pros that the author takes the time to go in depth on. The lingo and all the angles are
covered here and really enjoyed the historical stories told by current handicappers about the old
time guys. The author really did his homework on this enjoyable read. As I was reading, brought
back some memories of memorable victories and heartbreaking bad beats.”

Jo Can, “Amazing book. Insightful, entertaining tales from some of the legendary Las Vegas
sports-betting figures, and a roster of experts and veterans from both sides of the counter. Going



behind the curtains with longtime book director Jay Kornegay, at the Westgate, revealed how the
sausage is made. And Lem Banker's revelations about that notorious Oklahoma-Northwestern
football game, of 1959, was shocking. Highly recommend this gem.”

The book by Rob Miech has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 51 people have provided feedback.
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